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CANADA - Chicken Farmers of Canada have welcomed news that the Canadian Government is conducting a 
consultation process to ensure that regulations are not undermining the Canadian chicken sector. Canada's chicken 

farmers operate under the country's supply management system, which limits domestic production and imports to 

ensure level prices for farmers. However, some importers are getting around the rules by importing broiler chicken 
meat labelled as spent fowl meat (meat producing from old laying hens). Chicken coming into Canada is subject to 

import controls, and spent fowl is not – there is no limit on how much can be imported. 
 

In 2012, Chicken Farmers of Canada says the country imported more spent fowl breast meat than was actually 
produced in the entire US, which is of course impossible. As well as this, the consultation will be looking into concerns 

related to the Duties Relief Programme. The Duties Relief Program enables qualified companies to import goods 

without paying duties, as long as they later export the goods. Chicken Farmers of Canada says these border rules do 
not provide adequate safeguards to address the potential for diversion into the domestic market that is presented 

when chicken is imported into Canada for further processing and subsequent re-export. “Our farmers and processors 
have been afflicted by leakages in the market that have been occurring for many years now, meaning they face 

uncertainty in their own production, and consumers face uncertainty in the safety of their food,” says Dave Janzen, 

Chair of Chicken Farmers of Canada. “We are hopeful that a meaningful consultation process will result in changes 
benefitting the chicken sector in Canada, and all Canadians." Source: http://www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews 

 

Johannesburg - Integrated poultry producer and animal feed supplier, Astral Foods, reported yesterday a 50 percent 

plunge in operating profit for the year to September with local poultry producers warning that imports would cause 
further damage if the local industry was not protected. Astral Foods’ chief executive, Chris Schutte, said the company 

saw its operating profit for the year declining from R1.1 billion last year to R549 million at the end of September with 
the poultry division deteriorating 91.1 percent during the period. 

“My biggest worry is the job losses to the local producers especially those ones in the rural areas where 
unemployment is rampant,” Schutte said. Schutte’s concerns come in the wake of US chicken imports hitting South 

African supermarket shelves in March, for the first time in 15 years, ending a protracted trade dispute and ensuring 

that the country will continue to receive trade benefits under the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). He said 
the country saw record levels of poultry imports during the year peaking at 57 700 tons in March. “This was 

equivalent to approximately 10.3 million birds per week produced and represents approximately 55 percent of local 
production,” he added. Schutte said the government needed to revise the import legislation to save the poultry 

industry which is the biggest contributor to (gross domestic product) as far as agriculture  

Schutte said allowing imports to dominate the local market spelt danger for the country’s future and job prospects. “A 

significant increase in bone-in portions originating from the EU has been reported. This has a direct impact on local 
job creation as imports benefit employment elsewhere around the globe,” he said. 
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Astral said the weakened state of consumer spending was unlikely to improve due to poor economic growth and 
higher unemployment, which will continue to constrain an increase in the country’s per capita consumption of poultry. 

The SA Poultry Association said poultry was the most traded meat type in the world with total poultry trade in excess 

of $18bn (R259bn) a year. The association’s chief executive, Kevin Lovell, said the local poultry industry was already 
feeling the impact of chicken exports. He said the imports had already resulted in job losses in companies such as 

Rainbow Chicken. 

“Yes, the imports have led to job losses and in this year alone Rainbow have announced that they are now reducing 

their workforce by 1 200 people having downscaled a bit earlier. Mike’s Chicken in Polokwane has closed down, others 
have reduced employment levels. In simple terms for every 10 000 tons of meat we import we lose more than 1 000 

direct and indirect jobs,” Lovell said. Source: http://www.iol.co.za/business/companies/chicken-imports-damage-astral 

ZNFU organized a meeting at which farmers, specialized association affiliated to ZNFU met two economic Ministers 

who included Hon Mutati Felix, and Honorable Dora Siliya, the Minister of Agriculture. These were accompanied by the 

permanent secretaries from ministries of information and broadcasting, lands, agriculture, ministry of water 
development and directors from the ministries of fisheries and livestock. PAZ was represented at this meeting by Mrs. 

Machungwa, the National Vice Chairperson, Mr. Lovemore Chinyama, PAZ Treasurer, Mrs. Musonda Chizinga and the 
Executive Manager.  

 

A number of key issues were presented which were proving to be a major constraint to Livestock, Fisheries and 
Agricultural Development. Key issues highlighted from the poultry industry include the delay in the finalization of the 

livestock development act, concerns over the chicken imports and the need to protect industry from unfair 
competition, lack of extension services for smaller livestock, proposed ZMRA fees, clarity on the reservation scheme, 

live bird marketing challenges at kasumbalesa border post, inadequate funding to the poultry industry, ban on 

backyard chicken rearing, unprecedented rising livestock levies and the need for a ban on bran exports. 
 

At the end of the meeting, the Minister requested for five key priority issues which would be worked on in the short 
term and indicated that they would arrange a meeting with the other fellow ministers to discuss and address the 

issues. The Ministers also clarified on some of the issues that were in the 2017 national budget presentation to 
parliament.  

 

Tiger Chicks and Animal feeds held a poultry training seminar for the poultry farmers in Lusaka, today the 25th 

Novembers 2016, at Lima hall in the showgrounds. This training focused on bird management and disease prevention. 

The training attracted a total of 76 poultry farmers from Lusaka and some travelled all the way from Mufulira. The 
training emphasised on the importance of brooding in general. It was emphasised that good brooding results in a 

good bird live weight at slaughter which impact on the farmer’s profitability. Other issues covered include disease 
prevention; vaccination practices the importance of maintaining the cold chain when handling the vaccines among 

other issues.  

 
Farmers were also informed on the importance of bio-security as the first defence against the emergency of any 

poultry disease. In the same vain farmers were informed on the latest supreme range of broiler and layer feed 
available in the market. This is one of the many trainings which have been conducted by Tiger Chicks and Tiger 

Feeds.  Many more trainings are lined up for Lusaka and other provinces before the end of the year and the year 
2017. This training is one of the much training the industry is undertaking to try and address among other things the 

efficiency in poultry production, disease prevention and control to ensure profit maximisation at farm level. Farmers in 

eastern province benefited last week from the trainings that were conducted by Ross breeders. 
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Zambia’s central bank left its policy rate at 15.50 percent, but 

made it easier for commercial banks to access liquidity due to 

a decline in inflation and said future rate changes “will be 

guided by inflation outcomes and forecasts as well as 

progress in fiscal consolidation.  

The Kwacha weakened against the dollar after market 

opened at K9.87 and ending the week on ZMK 9.87 per 

UDSD registering a 0.6% loss in value. The kwacha is 

expected to be firm in the coming few days supported by 

dollar conversions by companies preparing to pay salaries 

and other month end costs as well as off-shore players 

taking part in a bond auction 

 

 

Source: www.bank of Zambia 

The prices for the day old chicks remained unchanged 
as some of the hatcheries continue undertaking price 
promotions. The prices for the day old broiler chick 
during the week averaged ZMK 5.59 per day old chick.  
 
In the same vein, the prices for the day old pullets 
remained unchanged during the course of the week. 
The prices for ISA brown and Lohman Brown day old 
pullets averaged ZMK 9.45 and ZMK 6.8 per day old 
respectively. The prices for red-bro birds have also 
been maintained at ZMK 6.0 per bird. The graph 
below shows the national average price trend for the 
broiler day old chick 

 

 

 

http://www.bank/
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Source: Poultry Association of Zambia  

 

 
 

 

The national average prices for live chicken in the open 

markets showed some signs of price decline during the 
course of the week. The live broiler bird prices are now 

averaging ZMK 38.24 which is ZMK0.63 lower than the price 
of ZMK 38.87 recorded last week. The X layer prices are now 

trading at ZMK 34.90, which is ZMK 0.40 lower than the price 

of ZMk35.30 recorded last week.  
 

On the other hand, the village chicken posted an increment 
of ZMK 1.2, now selling at a national average price of ZMK 

52.00 compared with ZMK 50.8 recorded last week. In 
Lusaka Soweto, Mtendere and SOS markets, the broiler 

prices have drastically reduced averaging between ZMK28 to 

ZMk35 kwacha per bird. It has to be noted that these prices 
differs from one district to another 

 
 Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 
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Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

There were no significant movements in the prices of frozen chickens 

in some super markets in Lusaka. The average price for the whole 
frozen chicken in Pick n’ Pay is still averaging ZMW 24.99 per kg.  

 

The lowest priced whole frozen chicken is selling at ZMW20.99 per kg 
whilst the highest priced whole frozen chicken is going for ZMW28.99 

per kg.  
The price of frozen chicken in SPAR is now ranging between 

ZMW20.99 per kg and ZMW33.80 per kg respectively.  

 
The average price for frozen whole chicken in Shoprite outlets is still 

trading at ZMW19.99 per kg for the lowest price and ZMW28.49 per 
kg for the highest price.  

 
Other prices include frozen whole chicken in Zambeef outlets which is 

still trading at ZM22.99 per kg and ZMW29.45 per kg in Melissa 

Supermarket outlets. The graph below shows the average price trend 
for the whole frozen chicken in Lusaka.   
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Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

The prices for the point of lay are ranging between ZMK 67 

to 75 per bird depending on the supplier. Different 
producers of point of lay continue running promotions for 

November and December 2016.  

Depending on the number of birds purchased. Yielding tree 
the largest supplier of point of lay in Zambia is offering 

incentives to active PAZ members. 10% discount for 
purchases above 1,000, 15% discount for purchases 0ver 

2,500 and 20% discount for 5,000.  

It has to be noted that sales volume for the point of lay 
has drastically reduced owing to the challenges facing the 

egg industry in terms of price reduction which has 
translated into decline profit margins for the layers 

farmers. 

The national average egg price continues to hold firm in the 
past four weeks with retail prices trading at a national 

average price of ZMK 24.80. The farm gate price on the 
other hand gained a ZMK 0.3 per tray, now trading at an 

average price of ZMK 22.74 per tray compared with a ZMK 

22.4 obtained last week. The delivery prices at Soweto, 
which is the biggest market in Lusaka, are ranging between 

ZMK 16 for pullet eggs, ZMK 18 for medium eggs and ZMK 
21 for large eggs. The retail prices at the same market are 

ranging between ZMK 18 for pullet eggs, ZMK 21 for medium 

and ZMK 25 for large eggs. On the other hand, the retail egg 
prices in the chain stores in Lusaka are still ranging between 

ZMK 27.99 per tray for mixed tray of 30 eggs, ZMK 34.99 for 
medium and ZMK 35.99 per tray for large eggs. The quail 

eggs remain unchanged, trading at an average price of 
ZMK17.49 per tray.  
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Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

The  national average prices for broiler starter is still trading 

at ZMK 256.8, broiler grower is trading at ZMK 248.27, while 
broiler finisher is trading at an average price of ZMK 240.68. 

Layer feed is trading between ZMK 193 and ZMk223 for 
pullet developer and pullet starter respectively.  

 

The chart below outlines the prices of some of the 
ingredients for poultry stockfeed as captured at Livestock 

Services. Number three meal is trading at ZMK 54.42 per 
50kg bag compared with the zmk 59.99 obtained last week, 

this represents a 9.3 price reduction. Soyameal full fat 

registerd a 15% price reduction from ZMK 304.95 registered 
last week to ZMK 289.66 per 50kg bag this wee. A similar 

trend has also been noted in the price of soyameal solvent 
extracted which registered a 8.05% price reduction from 

ZMK286.12 obtained last week to ZMK 278.07 per 50kg bag 
this week. Meawhile fish meal has ran out of stock hence the 

assumption is the the price remaind unchanged.These prices 

are obtained from Livestock Services limited and note that 
these are indicative prices which may change without notice. 

Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 
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Source: Livestock Services 

 

 

 
Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 
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This poultry news has been sponsored by EVONIK INDUSTRIES ,OLUBE which is an OASIS OIL ZAMBIAN 
COMPANY specialised automotive and industrial perfomance lubricants and ZAMHATCH. Yielding tree has also 

come on board to support the poultry news 

 

The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 12,000 per year. The sponsor will have a free space to advertise on this 

poultry news every week for 52 weeks in a year. For terms and conditions please contact the Secretariat on 211 
256354. 

 
 

NOTICE 
PLEASE  TAKE NOTE THAT OUR WEBSITE IS DOWN 

FOR MAINTANCE AND UPGRADING. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
5-6TH DECEMBER 2016 SADC LIAISON FORUM- SWAZILAND 

 

 

 

Date: 10th December 2016 

Venue: Livestock Services 
Entry: free 

Time: 08:00 – 12:00hrs 
 

Date: 10th December 2016 
Venue: Daybreak farm, Kafue Road 

Entry: ZMK 75 per person 
Contact: Mr. Nchito on 0977782636 

Time: 08:00 – 16:00hrs 
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“Payless For The Chick That Pays You More” 

Hatchery: 0964533426 
Marketing 

Head Office - 0971252593  

 Lusaka - 0960283016 
Copperbelt - 0960282982  
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